CSHL Employee Shuttle Schedule

Effective 6/21/2021 until Further Notice

**AM:** *Drivers will wait a maximum of 6 minutes after the scheduled train arrives*

- 8:35a – Uplands pick up (Joe)
- 8:48a – Syosset - LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace and back to Syosset (Reggie)
- 9:03a – Syosset - LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace then to Woodbury (Joe)
- 9:23a – Syosset – LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace (Reggie)
- 9:43a – Syosset - LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace (Reggie)
  - 1 shuttle to Woodbury (Joe)

10:00a - *On Request time begins (points of destination: Uplands/Huntington/Woodbury) until 3:00p*

- Joe – 10a – 11a cell 516.445.8307
- Reggie –11a – 12p (lunch 12 – 12:30p) & 12:45 – 3p cell 516.445.5402
- Dennis – 12p – 3p cell 516.641.7324

**PM:**

3:00p - *On Request Time (ends)*

- 3:30p – From Grace to Woodbury (Dennis)
- 3:50p – Woodbury to Syosset (Dennis)
- 4:00p – From Grace Syosset-LIRR (Joe)
- 4:30p – From Grace to Woodbury to Syosset-LIRR (Dennis)
- 5:00p – From Grace to Syosset-LIRR (Joe) **Dennis backup
- 5:30p – From Grace to Uplands (Dennis)
- 6:10p – Woodbury to Syosset-LIRR (Joe)
- 6:20p – From Grace to Syosset-LIRR (Dennis)
- 7:00p – From Grace to Syosset-LIRR (Joe) **Dennis backup
- 8:00p - From Grace to Syosset-LIRR (Dennis) **On request ONLY- call by 6p on the day of pick up**

**Masks are required.** The drivers reserve the right to refuse shuttle service to those who are not wearing a mask

**No shows will not be considered for future “on request” pick up. If you cannot make your requested time, please contact the driver on duty out of courtesy**

**For questions contact via email or phone:** Meetings & Courses Program office, Andrea Newell (newell@cshl.edu) at 516-367-8346 (M-F, 9am-5pm).

**Contact Andrea Newell newell@cshl.edu to be added to the email alert list**